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HMI Tech ezSite Builder. 

What our Clients say … Testimonials 
Don’t take our word for it, talk to our existing clients and see what they have to say.  

Given below are some excerpts from their comments.  

   

   

 

Social Mantra 
Biswajit Dey 
biswajit@socialmantra.in 
www.socialmantra.in 

 

‘As a collaborative blog project, it is imperative that my web site 
has the ability to be updated constantly. HMI Tech was sensitive 
to this issue and created a site for me which has features built in 
to accommodate my needs and make it easy for me to use. The 
analysis and visitor tracking module, which is installed within 
the site, is helpful in understanding visitor behaviour and 
attracting more of the right audience to my site simply by 
tweaking the site a bit..’ 

   

 

Bharat Floorings & Tiles 
(Mumbai) Pvt. Ltd. 
Firdaus Variava 
firdaus.variava@bharatfloorings.com 
www.Bharatfloorings.com 

‘I was amazed at the ease with which I could add new pages to 
the site. Now we display the latest work on our site without 
having to wait for anyone. We have added over 200 pages since 
we started a few months ago.’ 

   

 

Fill in the Blanks 
Fatema Nagree 
fatema@fillintheblanks.biz 
www.fillintheblanks.biz 

 

‘Ease of use is the most important feature. The options are so 
simple I am able to edit the site and work at my leisure.’ 

   

 

True North Learning Systems 
Dr. Jogesh Motwani 
jogeshmotwani@gmail.com 
www.truenorth.in 

‘Versatile; as the site builder can adapt to any site, design or 
logic.’ 

   

 

Websposure London 
Tejas Mistry 
tm@websposure.com 

‘HMI Tech has surpassed our expectations with exceptional 
work almost overnight.’ 
  

   

 

Leaf Initiative 
Ruth Sequeria 
leafinitiative@gmail.com 
www.leaf-initiative.org 

‘Quick response I got from HMI Support was great. Thanks to 
HMI my site is always updated.’ 

   

Please send an email directly if you would like to have a word with any of the clients above. 
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